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If you want to go fast, go alone. 
If you want to go far, go 

together.

WHO 
WE 

ARE?



THE XCRYPT VIEW

PROJECT SITUATION
XCRTYPT is the first crypto ecosystem with an high added value with the heart in its 
exchange: hybrid, ready for securities and for a marketplace made for the ERC721.

We created this end to end system which includes a debit card and a social platform 
for our users to interact and create a strong community.

This ecosystem is made to be at the same level as the world’s big players, and even 
surpass them, for we are already suitable in this field’s future. The differences 

between Xcrypt and its competitors are several and are going to be explained below, 
in a user friendly graphic. We are convinced that our end to end ecosystem could 

attire small, medium and large investors.

-Loren  xCrypt’s CEO



PROBLEMS / SOLUTIONS

HIGHT FEES TRADING 
AVERAGE FEES 0.2%

The average observed in the world’s 30 best 
exchanges in 0.2%, too high in our opinion

ZERO FEES
xCrypt adopted a zero fees method, freezing 
them all

SECURITY ISSUE
After several known events, to which we will 

unfortunately keep assisting in the future, the 
exchanges are exposed to the counterpart 

risk, a huge problem, which make the users 
loose loyalty  

DEX-CEX + CCSS
xCrypt adopts the highest security standards 
on the CCSS market, combining them with the 
CE DEX technology

SHUTDOWN WITHOUT WARNING

It happens too often that, due to problems 
related to the security, the exchanges must 

activate security measures freezing the users’ 
balances sometimes longer than 24 hours

HIGH SERVICE QUALITY
xCrypt has in store big investments on the 
client service, to increase the added value and 
the loyalty process xCrypt has a solid 
regulation, offered by its host country, Malta.  

SLOW CUSTOMER KYC PROCESS
After the rise in the demands in the last few 

months, the market top exchanges have never 
accelerated the KYC process, which is 
fundamental for a proper client service

LEGAL AND COMPLIANCE PROBLEM
The exchanges are too often subjected to 
legal instability, that worsen the evolution

PROBLEMS IN MAKING THE CLIENT LOYAL
The exchanges too often don’t make the 

clients loyal, but they only attract them, finding 
themselves very popular in a small period of 
time, but without having a solid users-base. 

This happens when masses move towards 
another platform for few added values. 

PROJECT WILL START…
xCrypt has several added values, such as: 
debit card, eERC721 offer and relative 
marketplace, legal reliability in order to 
increase the clients’ loyalty. But it rewards its 
users with an innovative method called 
AIRDROP RANKING SYSTEM, which 
periodically rewards its users

THE CURRENT EXCHANGES ARE FOCUSED ON THE ERC20 AND THE CRYPTOCURRENCIES, WITHOUT ANY GAZE TOWARDS THIS SYSTEM’S 
EVOLUTION.

XCRYPT DECIDED TO PREPARE ITSELF TO THE IMMANENT FUTURE, THAT IS TO SAY IT HAS A MARKET FOR THE ERC721 (BESIDES HAVING ONE 
FOR THE CRYPTOCURRENCIES AND THE ERC20) AND IT’S READY TO LIST STO, SINCE IT IS COMPLIANT WITH THE SECURITY TOKENS



XCRYPT ECOSYSTEM

CENTRALIZED  
EXCHANGE (CEX) 

CRYPTO DEBIT CARD

MARGIN TRADING / 
LENDING / ERC721 / STO

CRYPTO SOCIAL 
MEDIA PLATFORM

AIRDROP RANKING 
SYSTEM

DECENTRALIZED  
EXCHANGE (DEX) 



CEX TRANSACTION MODEL



DEX TRANSACTION MODEL



COMPARATIVE TABLE

1 SECURITY             CSS STANDARD             CSS STANDARD

2 HYBRID

3 CURRENCIES

4 ALTCOINS

5 ERC 20

6 FEES

7 ERC 721

8 SECURITIES

9 DEBIT CARD

10 MEMBERSHIP

11 SOCIAL MEDIA

12 AIRDROP RANKING SYSTEM
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ECOSYSTEM TRANSACTION MODEL



XCRYPT  -  WHITE PAPER

xCrypt looks for 
promising project ICO 

and propose partnership 
to them

xCrypt propose its 
business model to the 

selected ICOs
  

xCrypt inform its 
community if the 

selected ICOs added 
value

  

xCrypt signs an 
agreement for the future 
listing with the partner

xCrypt define the token 
quantity (AIRDROP) to 

release on its community 
with the partner before 

the listing

xCrypt manage its 
community ranking

xCrypt releases the 
AIRDROP in a 

proportional way 
following the ranking

xCrypt activates a RC and 
make it available to the 

community
  Part of the community 

joins the RC

Before the fundraising 
starts, xCrypt signs an 

agreement whit the ICO 
partners

  xCrypt agrees on 
bonuses for a future RC

!10

AIRDROP RANKING SYSTEM WORK-FLOW



With more and more competitors, constant improvements and technological changes, it is now very difficult to stand out. To do so, we must first 
focus on our strengths and build on the xCrypt ecosystem to take over new markets and reach a bigger target! 

Today, we decided to play along and give you our greatest qualities, how we stand out 
from our competitors and why you should choose xCrypt. 

We strive to offer an industry-leading trading experience, tutorials and platform that allow you to trade like a professional trader. Learn software, 
creative, and business skills to achieve your personal and professional goals and trade like a pro in a very secure environment. 

All these different aspects of securing the business environment are connected to the current focus on trading facilitation, the implementation of 
zero fess transaction. 

In order to achieve zero fee transactions, we want to implement a marketing strategy that will benefit both our investors and our traders, apart from 
profit opportunities for the trading our users will benefit from our affiliate reward system each user you refer to our platform can bring you a extra 

passive profit. 

xCrypt is a trading platform designed to exchange and trade the coins in a peer-to-peer environment. The xCrypt token can also be bought and 
sold with both fiat currencies and alternative cryptocurrencies. As an addition to this, the price of the coin will be determined by the different market 

forces and cryptocurrency exchange systems. 
The price of the coin does not have a maximum level, meaning that it can increase to remarkable values. 

xCrypt token does have a finite number of tokens, limited to 200,000,000 tokens. xCrypt Exchange Platform will support all top 100 cryptocurrencies 
and many fiat currencies. The cryptocurrencies will be carefully selected based on currency liquidity and demand to ensure that all the cryptos on 

xCrypt. Finance are highly active and valuable to users of the wallet. In the future, based on market needs, we could expand the number of 
currencies the wallet supports. 

xCrypt Exchange will redefine crypto trading. Might sound too ambitious but this is 
the only reason we decided to introduce a new crypto exchange to a market which is flooded by malfunctioning exchange platforms that are 

lagging the evolution of crypto trading. Our exchange will provide a much better and user-friendly interface with advanced graphs .A much faster 
service which will never delay orders or withdrawals . A much stronger engine which can handle existing and future market demand without faltering.



               BUSINESS MODEL 

MARKETING

SALARIES + RENT

CLOUD COMPUTING

IT INFRASTRUCTURE

MONTHLY 
MEMBERSHIP

EXCHANGE FEES 
DEX

LENDING FEES

MAINTENANCE 
DEBIT CARD

               COSTS                REVENUE 



XCRYPT CEX - MVP

ERC721 TRADING
ERC721 accepted

FIAT-CRYPTO & CRYPTO-FIAT
Deposit and Withdraw FIAT 

STO TRADING
Security Tokens accepted

SECURE STORAGE
99.5% of our users funds are kept in a cold 
storage with multi- signature technology

ENCRYPTED KEYS
All private keys for our wallets are 
encrypted with AES-256 and are stored 
offline

ZERO TRADING FEES
ZERO TRADING/WITHDRAW FEESWWW.XCRYPT.CLUB/BETA/



SOCIAL MEDIA - MVP

SOCIAL MEDIA FEATURES

AIRDROP RANKING SYSTEM

MARKET PLACE

CRYPTO LOVERS & CEO

ENCRYPTED

       WWW.XCRYPT.SOCIAL



PRE ICO
7.000.000 XCT - 50% BONUS

PRIVATE SALE
23.000.000 XCT

STAGE 1
25.000.000 XCT - 30 % BONUS

STAGE 2
25.000.000 XCT - 20 % BONUS

PRIVATE 

PRE ICOXCT BURN

STAGE 4

STAGE 3 STAGE 2

STAGE 1

STAGE 3
25.000.000 XCT - 10 % BONUS

STAGE 4
25.000.000 XCT - NO BONUS

XCT BURN
ALL REMAINING TOKENS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.
• Token name: xCrypt
• Token abbreviation: XCT
• Max supply: 200,000,000
• Token type: ERC20 Token
• Soft cap: - 1,5 Million USD
• Hard cap: - 7 Million USD
• Token value: 1 XCT = 0.10 USD
• Unsold tokens: Will be destroyed
• Key benefits: Utilities Token
• Token distribution: Delivered at end of each stage



Public Token Sale
65 %

Partners & Advisor
8 %

Project Team Share
15 %

 Reserve
9 %

Bounty
3 %

EcoSystem Development
52 %

Marketing
15 %

IT Infrastructure
10 %

 Legal & Regulatory
19 %

Financial Overhead
4 %

DISTRIBUTION OF RAISED FUNDSXCT TOKEN DISTRIBUTION



XCRYPT ROADMAP

Q1 2018 Q2 2018 (a) Q2 2018 (b) Q3 2018 (a) Q3 2018 (b)Q4 2017

PREPARATION 
AND PLANNING

Q4 2018 (a) Q4 2018 (b) Q1 2019 Q2 2019 Q3 2019Q3 2018 (c)

TEAM PUT 
TOGETHER

PREPARING 
FOR ICO

ATTRACTING MEDIA 
AND ADVISORS

SOCIAL MEDIA 
PLATFORM + APP

SETUP LOCAL 
OFFICES AND 
PRIVATE SERVERS

HIRE 3 SEPARATE 
TEAMS  OF CODERS

(DEX) DECENTRALIZED 
EXCHANGE PALTFORM

TESTING BETA DEX 
PLATFORM

(CEX) CENTRALIZED 
EXCHANGE PLATFORM

DEBIT CARD 
INTEGRATION

MARGIN TRADING / 
LENDING




